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SUE students attendance at Nassin Village summer school 

  

Greetings, 

This is a proposal to the organization to resume a program to send Salahaddin University-Erbil students 

to Nassin Village (the Mathematics Village) for summer school. In the past, we had a program that sent two 

students from the Mathematics Department, College of Science, Salahaddin University-Erbil, to Nassin 

Village in Turkey to participate in summer school every year. However, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the 

program has been paused.  

The program was very successful based on the feedback from the students and the intensive courses 

that they took. Besides, the courses in the program improve the quality of our students and will help them 

prepare for their master's and PhD degrees in the future. So, this kind of collaboration is needed because 

the students cannot always find such courses in the Mathematics Department at Salahaddin University-Erbil. 

As a result, this is a way to produce new academic staff in the different specialties. 

For now, we (the committee) would kindly ask to relaunch the program and modify it a bit. In the 

program, we propose to send four bachelor students (we select the top two students in each of the third 

and fourth stages) and one academic staff member as supervisor per year. The details of the fund for this 

program are as follows: The Mathematics Village will cover local expenses (meals and accommodation). In 

addition, EMS organizations will cover the tickets for the two students, for which we expect the cost to be 

around 1600 USD. Furthermore, Salahaddin University-Erbil wants to cover the flight costs for two students 

and one academic staff member, for which we expect the cost to be around 2400 USD. 

With best regards, 

The committee: 

No. Name Email Institute 

1. Herish Omer Abdullah herish.abdullah@su.edu.krd Salahaddin University-Erbil 

2. Francesco Pappalardi pappa@mat.uniroma3.it Roma Tre University 

3. Ceren Aydın cerenaydin@nesinkoyleri.org Nassin Village 

4. Karzan Ahmed Berdawood karzan.berdawood@su.edu.krd Salahaddin University-Erbil 

5. Cihan Pehlivan cihanp@gmail.com Nassin Village 

6. Andam Ali Mustafa andam.mustafa@su.edu.krd Salahaddin University-Erbil 
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